
To access a free teacher preview:

www.pearsonmylabs.com

Sign In
Login: MyEnglishLabs@PearsonSchool
Password: PearsonSchool1

From the left hand course pane, select:
MyCompLab Teacher Preview

For a full listing of Pearson’s English Labs visit www.pearsonschool.com/MyEnglishLabs

To register for a free teacher account:

www.pearsonschool.com/access_request

Using Option #2, Select Language Arts

Select MyCompLab Generic

Follow Registration Prompts. 
Email verification and access information will be sent 
within 24 hours. Select the Generic Course when 
prompted during registration.

OR

For Additional Support, Training, and Tutorials Visit:

http://mycomplab.com/tours-and-training/faculty-training.html

** Internet Explorer 7.0 is NOT supported.  

You must upgrade your browser if you are running Internet Explorer 7.0.  

Instructions for download appear in the right pane on your course selection home screen.



HOME PAGE

The Home page aggregates all of the course 
resources and allows teachers to toggle back and 
forth from teacher view to student view. 

The home page is where you and your students can:
1.Jump to the student study plan to get 

assignments
2. Read course announcements
3. Access the gradebook
4. Access communication tools
5. Open the composing space or portfolio
6. Get user support

First, explore the resources tab where the learning, 
practice, and assessment begins: 
From the MyCompLab Course Home Page:

1. Click the Student Resources tab.

On the left nav, you will find tabs for Writing, 
Grammar, and Research. Each topic area contains 
text-based instruction, rich multimedia support, and a 
wealth of exercises and activities. 

2. Click Writing. 

Begin with Writing module and note the menu of 
topics and resources.  Further down you will find 
course-related support and content for students to 
explore and understand the concepts related to the 
writing process, purpose, strategies, and 
reading/writing connections.



text-based instruction and information to help 
students approach a literary work in historic, 
social, and/or many other contexts. 

video-based lectures, tutorials, and interactive 
readings.

interactive and thought provoking practice and 
assessment activities to help students 
demonstrate understanding while they read, 
interpret, and write about a selection..

Note the orange circle under the Study Plan 
column.  This indicates that the teacher has 
assigned and required these modules.

Teachers have the flexibility to require 
students to complete individual assets or entire 
topics, assign a due date which will be 
populated in the students’ To Do list and Study 
Plan, and attach a note to a topic or exercise.

Select any assignment and explore the content 
and media.

Then select a Writing and Visuals topic to 
explore more.

Choose a topic and a module

This example uses Writing to Argue or Persuade

Student Resources
Each module is richly supported with:



The multimedia resources are a perfect accompaniment to an AP Language course where students are required to read and interpret 
a variety of sources as texts.  There is a broad selection of mass media images, audio, and video excerpts that give students an
opportunity to interact with and analyze different sources and to master critical media literacy skills in addition to guided practice to 
apply their new skills. 

Student Resources

Students interact with a variety of images  
and explore how each visual element 
impacts the overall message or it meaning.

Writers on Writing offers insights into 
authors’ inspirations, biographies, and 
processes to give students a deeper 
understanding of the writing process.

Illustrative models and annotated 
examples of the writing process to help 
student understand and apply concepts 
as they write.  



The resources for skills remediation are as 
robust as for the literary instruction with        
text-based instruction,        video-based 
support, and       interactive exercises and 
assessment.

The Grammar and Research Writing Topics
begin with a self-diagnostic.  The results 
inform each student’s study plan and to-do list 
and require students to focus on skills that 
need the most work. 

In addition to any work the teacher has 
assigned, skill development is seamlessly 
integrated.  Results of the diagnostic and 
each subsequent exercise populates the 
students’ Gradebook.  

This allows the teacher to focus on language 
instruction and not on basic skill development 
and remediation and to effectively use 
assessment data to inform, plan, and adjust 
instruction as needed. 

Grammar & Research Diagnostics & 
Personalized Study Plan

To Begin Select 
Student Resources 
– Grammar – Self 
Diagnostic



There are a wealth of writing assignments
each topic area.  Students apply the topic 
concepts through independent writing exercises 
that can be shared with the class for 
collaborative activities and peer review and 
feedback.

Independent Writing

Composing Space
The composing space is not only a great resource for students with a 
Writer’s Toolkit at point-of-use, but a tremendous time saver for teachers.  
Teachers provide feedback directly into the student work and can use 
features such as “My Comments” to automatically insert frequently used 
comments and instructional notes.  The newest time-saving tool is the 
AUDIO feedback feature.  Teachers can record their comments and insert 
the audio clip. The interactive composing space also gives students a 
forum to develop and share their ideas with peers and get both teacher 
and peer feedback in the context of their own writing, both facilitating the 
writing process and empowering them as writers.



NEXT: From the left navigation, move on to the Grammar tab.  Here students are presented with a grammar diagnostic and, 
based on their individual results, MyCompLab creates personalized plan for self-study.  The personalized plan allows student to access 
instruction in a variety of ways and delivers the much needed, leveled support for students with mixed abilities.  Students can practice 
skills to assess their understanding of basic through advanced topics and skills. These lesson can be self-directed and paced OR 
teachers may opt to require specific topics or exercises and assign due dates. These resources are equally as effective when used in 
class or at home. 

NEXT: Expand the categories to see the depth of topics covered.  Here again, most of the topics are delivered through instruction, 

multimedia support, and exercises. Under Sentence Grammar, select Pronoun Reference and Pronoun 
Agreement to preview the features.

NOTE: The Research tab offers the same instructional and support features.  Expand the categories in the research tab to preview 
the topic areas.  Students have immediate access to MLA and APA guidelines, step-by-step instruction for writing research papers, 
citing sources, and a wealth of interactive, annotated sample papers. 

TEACHING TIP: The Grammar and Research Writing Topics begin with a self-diagnostic.  The results inform each student’s study 
plan and to-do list and require students to focus on skills that need the most work. In addition to any work the teacher has assigned, 
skill development is seamlessly integrated.  Results of the diagnostic and each subsequent exercise populates the students’
Gradebook.  This allows the teacher to focus on language instruction and not on basic skill development and remediation and to 
effectively use assessment data from the Gradebook to inform, plan, and adjust instruction as needed. 

Direct 
Instruction

Illustrative video support

Audio Lessons

Independent practice

Study Plan Tab


